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and sharply defined. Of the many felicitous remarks in Prof. Ure's book it will suffice
here to single out two. Prof. Ure aptly points out that the comparative failure of the
Greeks hi the field of natural science had two really serious effects: it retarded political
co-ordination and it prevented that diffusion of knowledge which might have made the
world safe for Greek culture. Best of all, he reminds us that to the Greeks tradition was
a guide but not a strait-jacket, and that early Greek art and literature were anything but
' classical' in the bad sense of that word. Altogether, The Greek Renaissance is a
thoughtful and a thought-compelling book, and it certainly should realise the author's
hopes of ' bringing ancient Greece nearer to us than to our fathers.'

Greek History. By E. M. WALKER. Pp. 165. Oxford : Basil Blackwood, 1921.

This booklet contains a reprint of Mr. Walker's contributions to the eleventh edition of
the Encyclopaedia Britannica. A full third of it is devoted to a discussion of sources and
authorities; in the remaining part the author characterises the principal epochs of Greek
history down to the death of Alexander and discusses the key problems of each period.
Mr. Walker has nothing to say on the important question whether Philip and Alexander
were foreign oppressors or legitimate successors in the hegemony of Sparta and Athens over
Greece. But apart from this omission he makes reference to all the chief topics of Greek
political history. We may mention, honoris causa, his refutation of Beloch's heresies
concerning the Dorians, his defence of the tyrants and of the Peloponnesian League, and
his excellent summary of the strong and weak points of Athenian democracy. But the
whole book is a storehouse of close-packed argument, and a model of method to
students who desire to think things out.

Olympen. En framstallning av den klassiska mytologien. Vols. I. and II. By MARTIN
P. NILSSOST. Stockholm : H. Geber, 1918-19.

This is a popular book, but it includes in its short chapters nearly all the important results
of recent researches in ancient mythology. The facts are placed with sure appreciation
of their importance, and are frequently illuminated with parallels or observations from the
religions or superstitions of other peoples.

The first chapters describe the different sources of art and poetry, from which know-
ledge of Greek religion is derived, and trace the scientific treatment of the myths from
the logographers down to modern scholars. Of great interest is the chapter on Cretan-
mycenean survivals hi Greek religion and myth, a field of research to which the author
has lately contributed an excellent little study, Ueber Die Anftinge der Gottin Athena (Med-
delelser af Kgl. danske Vidensk. Selsk., 1921). Subsequent chapters deal with the myths
of the creation of the world, the great Greek gods, the gods of the Romans (with many
valuable observations), the cult of the Roman emperors, personifications and allegories
hi Roman belief, and the Oriental and German gods.

The second volume contains the legends of the Greek heroes, so far as they are not
told hi relation with the gods, the Roman myths, and finally a list of genealogies. The
whole book is finely and copiously illustrated, and well deserves translation for the benefit
of other than Scandinavian readers.

F. POCXSEN.

Fishing from the Earliest Times. By WILLIAM RADCLIFFE. Pp. 478, with
numerous illustrations. London : John Murray, 1921. 28*. net.

Mr. Radcliffe's net is of fine mesh, and he has cast it very wide. He has pursued the
history of fishing from A.D. 500 to its earliest recorded origins not only among the Greeks
and Romans, but in Egypt, Judaea, Assyria, and China, with sidelights from other
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quarters of the world. The book is written with zest and industry, with an ample
equipment of scholarship, and with a practical knowledge of angling and pisciculture.
The abundant illustrations, chiefly from archaeological sources, are not merely a delight
to the eye, but have been chosen with a strict regard to the elucidation of the argument.
Besides a few misprints (as Tuncus for Juncus, hirundinibus for hirudinibus), the chief
blemishes are a fondness for following irrelevant issues and a forced and slangy jocosity.

The four historic methods of fishing are by the spear, net, hand-line, and rod; fish-
weirs and other fixed engines, and the use of poisons and explosives, may be regarded as
subsidiary. The earliest fishing implements that we know of are the harpoon or spear,
and the gorge—the primitive ancestor of the fish-hook. Strangely enough, there is no
record of the fish-spear or the rod having been used in Mesopotamia; and it is even more
remarkable that the rod appears, not to have been used by the Jews, though it was familiar
in Egypt. Physical conditions may partly explain these diversities of practice. Fish-
spearing requires either such a firm bank over deepish water as is afforded by our own
salmon-rivers, or calm water, neither too deep nor too turbid, if practised from a boat.
The rod is fundamentally a device for projecting a line beyond a screen of vegetation on
the river-bank, or far enough to reach deep water, and secure a certain amount of con-
cealment, when the fisherman is perched on a rock, as in the lively representation attributed
to Chachrylion, and reproduced on p. 131.

It has already been observed that nearly all Homer's references to fishing occur in
similes; and this is natural when his main narratives are of war and adventure rather
than the pursuits of civil life. Mr. Radclifle discusses at length the only passage (Od. xii.
250-4) in which Homer definitely mentions a fishing-rod. There seems here a point in
the description of the fisher as fishing for ' little ' fish; for it is probable, as Mr. Radcliffe
suggests, that Greek fishermen preferred the hand-line for catching heavier fish, as did
all our own sea-fishermen until very lately. Sea-fishing with a rod, now growing popular,
is a development not of commercial fishing, but of sport. Mr. Radcliffe quotes, on the
other hand, ' the contention of modern fishermen (that) the value of the rod as an imple-
ment increases in proportion to the weight of the fish on the hook.' This surely applies
only to the powerfully elastic modern rods, equipped with reel and running line—
these last an improvement since Isaak Walton's time. In the same passage, as well as
in II. xxiv. 80-3, occurs the much-disputed problem of the ' horn of the field-ox' which
the fisher casts into the water. Mr. Radcliffe inclines to the view that this was a horn
lure, like a metal pike-spoon, and states that horn spoons are now used in England in
pike-fishing. But the Greek says definitely ' a horn,' not any fragment of horn; and in
the passage in the Iliad, Iris plunging into the sea is compared to a piece of lead fastened
to a horn. It seems clear that the horn and the lead formed a sinker, like leaden weights,
or split shot, to-day. Perhaps an ox-horn was chosen as a common and convenient
receptacle into which molten lead could be poured.

Aristotle's recognition of at least the elements of the recently developed science of
scale-reading is justly quoted as another example of his superiority to all other naturalists
for nearly 2000 years. Passing to authors of the Roman period, Mr. Radcliffe claims to
find in Martial the first mention both of the use of the fly in angling, and of the jointed
rod. The first of these contentions is the sounder, and the more interesting if accepted
as true. Martial (Ep. v. 18, 7) asks who does not know that the eager scarus is deceived
by the fly it devours. Since all the MSS. read musca, there is no need to substitute
musco, in the sense of alga, and understand that a bait for the seams was a piece
of weed. But there is here no hint of an artificial fly; the first mention of this is still
^Elian's, who not only describes its use on the river Astraeus in Macedonia, but gives
precise directions for trying it. As for the jointed rod, the crucial line (Ep. ix. 55, 3) is
Aut crescente levis traheretur harundine praeda, and neither here nor in the lamp-design
illustrated on p. 149 is there any indication that the prey was fish and not birds. The
three rods of the grotesque fowler on the lamp need no more be meant to be fitted together
than three arrows, though Mr. Radcliffe affirms the contrary 'past peradventure.'
Crescente, and crescit in Ep. xiv. 218, seem simply to mean ' quietly lifted'—unless
crescens can possibly mean ' tapering'—with the form of the growing reed, as a ' crescent'
is the form of the waxing moon.




